




Superfast catch up…

Jade is trying to write  a book, 
but lacking inspiration…

Her friend Kendra tells her about 
a cinema where people have sex 
with monsters… jade does not 
approve of such ‘sinful things’

after jade falls asleep she finds herself 
dreaming of the place kendra told her about. …and also dreaming of hard, unprotected monster sex.



[mike] Hey… did you have a nightmare last night?
You were talking and moaning in your sleep.



[JADE] yeah… errm.. nightmare… A really weird one



[mike] Do you want to talk about it?

[JADE] NO! I mean.. I’m fine, I just want to forget about it



[MIKE] remember I’m covering the night priest shift
at the hospital tonight…



[JADE] I know, you’ll be back late…
[MIKE] probably not till EARLY morning.



[JADE] Well, I’ve got to host the exhibition tonight,
and it will give me time to get some writing done



[MIKE] How’s the book going?
[JADE] It’s not, I have the worst case of writers block



[MIKE] maybe you’ll find inspiration at the exhibition tonight.

[JADE] Yeah… or maybe I’m just a terrible writer



[MIKE] well, I have faith in you
[jade] (chuckles) you’re A priest… that’s your literal job



[JADE] you know what… I’m gonna go wild
and buy a new dress for the exhibition tonight



[assistant] are you looking for anything in particular? 
[jade] A dress suitable for an art exhibition



[assistant] this is very popular for cocktail parties
[JADE] Noooo… something much more… conservative



[assistant] OK, how about one of these then?
[JADE] It’s… a little short.



[assistant] Try it on, it may surprise you.
[JADE] I… guess i can see what it looks like.



[JADE thinking]
it’s way shorter that I’d normally wear, but… I kinda like it.



[assistant] So, what did you think?

[JADE] It’s a little ‘wild’ for me… but I’ll take it!



[coffee server] here’s you’re usual… still writing the book?

[JADE] more like staring at a blank page



[coffee server] when you ’re stuck try something new

[JADE] (laughs) when did you get so wise



[coffee server] HONEY… I work at a coffee shop,

so, I’m practically a therapist for writers.



[JADE thinking] crap! I know I almost have the idea for my book,
But every time I try and focus, it slips away



[JADE thinking] and why do I keep thinking about
that damn dream from last night!



[JADE thinking] It was just a STUPID dream…
it doesn’t mean anything!



[JADE THINKING] It was pretty nice though… AND
only I know… so it’s fine… just a crazy… sexy.. dream.



[JADE thinking] Ok, a walk will clear my head
I’ve gotta stop thinking about it!



[JADE thinking] It’s all kendra fault!
and her story about that bloody theatre…



[JADE thinking]
THAT.. fucking… theatre



[JADE thinking]
I should start a petition to have it shut down



[JADE thinking] or… I could take a look inside
just to see what it’s like



[JADE thinking] it could even... be fun
I mean… who would know. 



[JADE thinking] Who knows, maybe the inspiration
I need for my book is.. inside 



[JADE thinking] OK… what the fuck are you doing girl,
get outta here before you do something stupid!



[JADE to herself] Ok… I need to get away from that place… 
just walk… try not to think about that bloody dream!



[PHONE RINGS]
[jade] hello?



[JADE] yes, I know, you’re the artist for tonight…
… what do you mean you can’t make it!



[JADE] you can’t let me down like this … uhh huhh
…ok, that’s a pretty good reason… thanks for letting me knoW



[JADE to herself] shit! EVERYONe’S Expecting
an exhibition tonight and I let everyone down!



[JADE thinking]
hang on… I have an idea!



[JADE] Hi, kendra… I know you normally dealt with music artists,
but do you know any other kinds?



[JADE] yeah, the artist let me down,
I need to find a replacement



[JADE] yeah, I don’t really care who… I’m kinda desperate here…
ok, I’ll send you the details



[JADE thinking] OK, hopefully that’s sorted



(GASP)… OH my gosh!



[JADE thinking] wow… I never knew there
were so many shapes and styles



[JADE thinking] hmmm they do look rather…
pleasing … I wonder what that one feels like



[JADE thinking] I guess there’s no harm
in taking a look inside



[JADE thinking] wow… this place is… something



[JADE thinking] Ok.. this is wrong… I should go!
[Assistant] Hi there, anything I can help with?



[JADE] ERRRm… i…Was… (gulp)… just… leaving
[assistant] hey chill, it’s totally cool to be nervous



[assistant] we have just about everything here…
demon, orc, tentacle, troll, even human… if that’s your thing



[assistant] If you’re looking for a crazy time I recommend

the ‘MONSTER maxx’, it’s on offer at the moment



[JADE] wow… that’s… (gulp)… a little too much



[assistant] First monster dildo by any chance?
[jade] Err… yeah 



[assistant] coolios, in that case maybe try this one?



[assistant] I have this one myself… totally mind blowing!
[JADE] That looks a bit.. better



[assistant] totally recommend for a girl who wants
to try monster sex.. without actually doing iT



[JADE] OK… fine… I’ll take one
[ASSISTANT] a great choice, I’ll bag ONE up for you.



[ASSISTANT] SO, can I interest you in anything else, 
maybe a session at the tentacle spa?



I have no idea what that is,
but I’m pretty sure it’s not for me!



[mike] hi sweety, how was your shopping trip?

[jade] I got a new dress. but… it’s a bit shorT



[Mike] I can’t wait to see it…
anything nice in the other bag?



[JADE] nothing important!!!
just some…(gulp) accessories



[Mike] OK, I’m sure you will look stunning tonight,
anyway, I need to go and set up everything for tonighT



[JADE thinking] OK… so, all alone in the house
I wonder how many demons kendra has had sex with?



[JADE thinking]
Damn I HAVE to stop thinking about that damn dream…



[JADE thinking] I’ll try on me new dress,
that will take my mind off it!



[JADE thinking] I’m actually pretty cute…
I bet any demon would LOVE to fuck me…



mmmmmm… maybe… I’d EVEN let him…



[JADE thinking]
ok.. stop… take a breath and get over this…



I really shouldn’t have bought this!



[JADE thinking] But… I am super curious how it
would feel… to have a… demon cock… inside me?



I mean… nobody would know.
it would be… my secreT



The girl in the store said it was great… so…
(gasp) ohhh she was really sexY



mmmnn… I bet she looked amazing naked…
and she’d be like… (gasp) really kinky



ahhhh… mmmm…
ohhhh why can’t I get her out of my minD



oooohhhh!!!  that feels so weird… but so good!



ahhhh it’s so Much bigger and better than mikes!



[JADE] Oohhh what the ?
[assistant] shhh… this is your fantasY













Oohhh this is cool, will you fuck me!













[Green girl] See I told you it would be mind blowing orgasm!



[Green girl] You know the real thing is so much better!



[Green girl] come on admit it… you want a demon to fuck you!



[jade] ohhhh yesss!!!!



[Green girl] You want to be the bad girl! [jade] yess!!!  ohh yess!!



[Green girl] you want to feel 
their big demon cock inside you!

[jade] yes!!!
I want it!!



[GREEN GIRL] HONEY, I’M HOME
[JADE] HUUUHHH… WHAT?



[GREEN GIRL] I SAID HONEY, I’M HOME…



OHHHH… FUCK!



[JADE] I… ERRM.. (gasp) HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN THERE?
[MIKE] LITERALLY JUST WALKED IN… HAVE YOU SEEN MY BOOK?



[JADE] YOUR BOOK…. IT’S OVER THERE… I THINK
[MIKE] ohhh.. THANKS HONEY



[MIKE] I’M PRETTY SURE I’D FORGET MY HEAD IT IT WASN’T ATTACHED



[JADE] WELL… ERRRM… I’M JUST GETTING READy, SO I’LL SEE YOU LATER



[JADE THINKING] DID HE SEE ANYTHING…
IF HE DID HE’S BEING VERY COOL ABOUT IT?



IF HE’D NOT CALLED OUT HE’D HAVE CAUGHT ME IN THE ACT…



OH crap!!! IS THAT THE TIME, I’m late… gotta get ready!



[JADE] Sorry I’m late, is the artist here already?
[Mike] Yes, I sent him to the community rooM



[mike] I was afraid you we going to get some old lady
who paints cats... I will say, it’s a bold choice



[JADE nerviously] Errrm…. oK



[JADE] Hi, you’re the artist kendra sent I assume?
oh… err… you’re… a… errm.



[artist] a demon? Yeah, I find The horns tend to give it away,
[jade] I just thought… I mean.. it’s cool… but



[artist] don’t worry, I know the temple of zeus
ARE almost all humans.



[artist] But I’m willing to step out
of my comfort zone… if you are?



[JADE] I’m sure it will be fine… if you can get set up,

we’ll be opening the doors in about an hour.



[mike] AND THAT brings us to the end of the service
I have to dash off tonight

An hour or so later…



[MIKE] So, I will leave you in the care of my wonderful wife,
who has arranged an exhibition from a local artist.



So, if you will just follow her
to the community room next door.



[JADE] Just give me a second to
make sure he’s all set uP



[JADE] Oh… my.. gosh
This cannot be happening!



[artist] Oh, I assume kendra didn’t tell you my style?
[JADE] Ohhh no, where’s the key!



[people] Hello.. is everything READY in there?



[JADE] OK found the key… Phew… that was close
[crowd] try the other door over there



[JADE] Oh crap… I forgot about the other door!



[artist] welcome everyone to the show…
if anyone has any questions, I’ll be happy to answer them.



[JADE] Errrm… ok… hi everyone… there has been

a bit of a mix up. (gulp) if I can try and explain?



[crowd] tssk… murmmur… mumble… gasp
well, i never…



[JADE] This is a disaster!!!
[green girl] actually, i think they like it



[Jade] hang on, you’re the girl from the shop?

[CaLli] Hi, I’m Calliope, but just call me caLli



[Jade] But… the arts pornographic… it’s TOTALLY immoral!
[CaLli] that probably says more about you than the art



[caLli] You probably just see ‘smut’. but when I look at this

I see a perfect moment, preserved for all eternity



[caLli] SO, MAYBE You should ask yourself,

who has the more positive viewpoint.  you… or me? 



[jade] I guess it’s very… powerful.. not that i agree with it

[calLi] well, that’s better than ‘smut ’



[man] it’s nice to see the temple  being… progressive.

[jade] errm thanks, it was an accident but glad you like it



[WOMAN] well, I’M SHOCKED AND you should be ashamed of yourself!

[jade] sorry, it was a massive mix up, and…



[women interrupting] oh don’t worry, I think it’s refreshing

[man interrupting] THIS kind of… porn! Has no place in a temple!!



[jade] well, it’s a bit of a mixed reaction

[artist] it’s perfect, the worst reaction an artist can get is apathy  



[jade] I guess… but…

[artist] I’d love to capture your perfect moment, would you pose for me?



[jade] me… pose for you? there is no way I’d do that!

[artist] afraid to show your wild side?



[jade] No, I just have moral standards, unlike… hang on is that kendra?



[artist] yes, both of these are her, she’s an interesting person



[jade] Well… I’m not posing for you!

[artist] as you wish, here’s my card if you change your mind.



- a while later, after the exhibition had ended -

[jade] that wasn ’t a total disaster, but I’m sure there will be complaints



[jade] what the hell is that?

oh damn, it looks like the artist left a box here



[jade] he really shouldn’t come back here, having a… monster like him

in the temple once is bad enough, but twice? no way!



[jade] my drive home takes me near the address on his card,

I can just drop off the box, and then I can move on from this mess



- after some searching jade finds the artists studio -

Well, at least there are lights on, so somebodies in there



(gasp) Oh…  it looks like I would be… interrupting 





I should probably go



But… (gasp) I’ll admit, that’s seriously hot 





(gasp) I bet that feels so good…



mmmm… (gasp)









Ohhh… wow, I’m gonna fucking cum!!!



Just…a little bit…. m..more



OOOHHHH fucking hell, yes!!!





Ooohhh!!!!  this fucking amazing!!



I really should go…



but… maybe I could stay for a few more minutes





that looks so much fun…





[MRS Brown] Jade, is that you hiding in the shadows?

[jade thinking] crap!  who the hell is that?  Did the see what I was doing? 



[MRS Brown] It is you! what are you doing in this part of town?

[jade] I…errrm… was… just… err…



[artist] she was kindly returning my case, I left it at the exhibition

[mrs brown] Ohh that’s fine… I thought she might have been lost



[artist] everyone’s lost in some way, we’re all just trying to find the path

[mrs brown] very wise words… you’re art is very… interesting, young man



[artist laughing] art should never be boring. Now jade I believed

I promised you a cup of tea, mrs brown, would you care for a cup?



[mrs brown] oh no, thank you very much, but I have to get home.  

[artist] in that case have a very nice evening.



[artist] so, did you like the show?

[jade] I already said your art is not for me.



[artist] I wasn’t talking about the exhibition, you were at the window, watching

[jade] I… errm… (gulp)



[calli] no need to be embarrassed, you look like you were having a good time.

[jade] I really should go.



[artist] if you need to go, then the door is there,

you ’re in control of your own destiny. 



[artist] You like being in control, don’t you?

 [jade] yeah… I guess



[artist] and there in lies the paradox, would you agree that to be 

objective, you must at least understand… both sides?



[jade] yeah… I guess… that makes sense



[calli] so, how do you know you like being in control?

if you’ve never been, out of control?



[artist] be honest with me, the idea of being out of control excites you.



[jade] NO!… well, maybe… a little



[calli] you spend so much time at the temple catering for needs go 

others, maybe you should look at what you need?



[calli] maybe lose yourself in forbidden pleasures?

[jade]  I… shouldn’t



[artist] let your desires out and pose for me   [Cali] It’ll be fun!

[Jade] I can’t… if my husband every found out…



[artist] it would be our little secret, you can keep it in a private place 

to remind you that, you are beautiful 



[jade] you… think I’m beautiful?

[artist] You’re more than simply beautiful.



[artist] you have a unique quality, you are the shadow behind the light,

let me immortalise that… perfection  

[jade] (gulp) ok… I mean… I guess… I could pose for you.



[artist] You will be my masterpiece

[calli] let me help you get ready, it’s gonna be so much fun!



[artist] A vision of perfection…

now, if you would take your place over there



[jade] I’m not gonna lie, I’m kinda scared by all this

[CALLI] I know, but trust me, it’s gonna be a blast



[artist] just lay back and allow your hidden desires to float to the surface 

[jade] I… I’m not sure I can do that



[caLli] just relax, do you like the outfit? 

[jade] I never wear anything like this, but.. it’s nice



[cali] you look amazing… have you ever kissed a girl?

[jade] no… 



[calli] but, you’ve thought about it, haven’t you 

[jade] … … yes



















[JADE] ohhhh fuck yes!!
hang on… what’s he doing here… and why is he naked!



[CALLI] Relax girl… he’s here for me



[CALLI] Unless, you want a walk on the wildside?

[Jade] I don’t think (gasp) I’m ready for that



[JADE] But… what does it feel like?



[CALLI] fucking mindblowing!

You have no idea what you’re missing out on





[calli gasping] the best feeling ever… would you like it

[jade] yes… I mean no… I… shouldn’t 



[calli] You shouldn’t… but… you want to



[calli] ahhh… harder!!!





[calli] turn over…





[calli] OOOhhh… guess what…

[jade] Errrm… what?



[calli] it’s your turn now…

[jade] (gulp) But…



[jade] gasps

[calli] tell him you want it…



[jade] I do… but

[calli] Just the tip… I dare you



[jade] OK… (gulp)… just the tip

[calli] that’s my girl!



[jade] OOohhhhh wow!!!



[calli] Just a little more maybe?

[jade] oooohhhh  yes… just.. a… little.



[calli] you want to take it all, don’t you.

[jade] ooohhh yess... I’ve never felt anything like this!!!



[calli] Tell him to fuck you…

[jade] ahhh Yess… fuck me!









[jade] Oohhh fuck, I’m gonna… cum!!



[jade] Oooohhh god… yessss!!!



[jade] Ohhhh fuck YESSS!!



[calli] congratulations on your first orgasm by demon cock… 

it’s a total rush… right





[calli] (laughs) scream if you want to go harder!

[jade] ohh yes… harder… faster.. more!!



[jade] OHHH FUcK… yESSS!!!



[CaLLI] how about you show us what a bad girl you are and get on top 





[calli] YEah… you’re in charge now!!



[calli] yeah… feel that big unprotected demon cock inside you!



[calli] You love that, don’t you!

[Jade] ohhh yess… I fucking love it!



[calli] you know demon cum is a super powerful aphrodisiac…



[calli] so, if he cums inside you it’s the best orgasm ever!!
[jade] ooohhhh god… I want it!



[calli] you could get pregnant…

[jade] I don’t fucking care… I want to know what it’s like!



[calli] so… ride that demon cock hard, make him cum inside you!



[jade] Yess… cum inside me!!
[calli] the deeper he is the harder you cum!



[calli] and the better the chance of you leaving here a mommy!



[jade] OOOOhhh fuck… I can feel it… he’s gonna!!!



[jade] OOhhh good… fuck yess!!.. yess!!!! HOLY SHIT!!!! YESSS



[calli] now, slide that cock all the way into your pussy!



[jade] ohh fuck, it’s all the way in!  Ohhh my fucking god… yesss!!!
[calli] yes… feel the cum flow inside you, right into your sacred space



[jade]  Ohh god he’s cumming so deep!!!  it’s amazing!!!!
[calli] yess… feel it… he’s pumping a demon baby in here right now!



[JADE] Oh god… how did this happen.. what did I do!



[jade] ohhh fuck… what am I doing!!!



[jade] Ohh fuck… that didn’t happen… that can’t have happened!!!

[calli] chill… you had a great time… it’s all good!



[jade] I let him fucking cum inside me!!! what if I get.. ohh fuck!!

[calli] ok, just take a breath… it’s all going to be ok.  



[calli] go home, get some sleep, and I guarantee in the morning

you’re going to find tonight… a truly inspiring experience.



TO BE CONTINUED…
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